AAID: Botox, fillers can maximize cosmetic outcomes

For many dental implant patients, restoring facial volume can be as critical as the dental restoration for optimizing cosmetic outcomes.

In a workshop at the American Academy of Implant Dentistry Annual Scientific Meeting, Pankaj Singh, DDS, urged attendees to pay close attention to facial structures and consider using Botox and dermal fillers for patients who need facial volume restorations.

“Besides creating beautiful smiles, we like to create harmony between the dento-facial complex by addressing the deep lines and wrinkles in the face that can prevent our patients from looking their best,” Singh said. “Soft tissues that ring the mouth are as important as perfectly restored teeth for an attractive and confident smile.”

Botox is a natural and purified protein that relaxes facial muscles by blocking nerve impulses. Once the protein reaches the muscle, it blocks the nerve impulses that cause the muscle to contract, thereby relaxing the muscle. Botox is commonly used to reduce the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles, smooth facial creases, and treat conditions such as migraines and hyperhidrosis (excessive sweating).

Dr. Jaime Lozada speaks on “Treatment Planning: Implants vs. Root Canal Therapy,” at the AAID annual meeting in Las Vegas. Lozada is a professor and director of the graduate program in implant dentistry at Loma Linda University. (Photos/Sierra Rendon, Managing Editor)

American Academy of Implant Dentistry’s longevity, legacy recognized at annual meeting in Las Vegas

What better city than Las Vegas to celebrate a major milestone?

In October, the American Academy of Implant Dentistry (AAID) commemorated the 60th anniversary of dental implants during its annual scientific meeting at Caesars Palace in Las Vegas.

Most AAID conference attendees were not around in 1951. At the time, dental implants had, at best, a dubious reputation among most dental professionals. What a difference 60 years makes, as implants are now the preferred choice for replacing missing teeth.

“What I believe is most compelling about AAID’s history is the courage and confidence shown by the founders who stepped out of comfort zones and went against their professional societies to promote dental implant training and establish the AAID implant credentialing program,” said AAID President Joseph Orrico, DDS. “Today, the AAID credential is the most rigorous and respected implant training program in the world, and without the vision and fortitude of our founders, implant dentistry would not be a mainstream procedure in dentistry.”

AAID’s goal at the meeting was to “Stack the Deck in Your Favor” with sessions aimed to give attendees the most success in their clinical endeavors. For instance, in one session, Dr. Jack Hahn offered “Tips and Tricks for Single Tooth and Partially Edentulous Replacements.” Additionally, Hahn spoke on “Implants for Immediate Function — Fact or Fiction” at a separate session. “The benefit of immediate function for patients is they leave with stable teeth at the first surgical appointment,” Hahn said. “From a practice marketing perspective, it creates a ‘wow’ effect that can generate more referrals. Implica-
tions for patients considering dental implants are significant because of the time-saving convenience, lower cost and ability for patients to eat and chew normally immediately following the procedure.”

Hahn said newer dental implants designed with tapered aggressive threads and rough surfaces are simple to place and offer more convenient restorative options. He added that advances in imaging technologies also have made immediate load implants more predictable.

“With cone-beam radiography and computerized treatment planning, we can predetermine implant positioning according to the desired prosthetics and bone quality,” Hahn explained.

Other main podium presentations included “Risk Assessment in the Esthetic Zone” with Dr. Andre Saadoun and “Soft-Tissue Esthetics and Health with Dental Implants: Ten Key Criteria for Success” with Dr. Sascha Jovanovic.

In addition to a compelling education program, attendees had all their product and technology needs met at the Implant World Expo of the meeting. The expo featured more than 120 exhibitors with products ranging from implants to bone-grafting materials to digital imaging technology and much more.

To keep up on all aspects of the meeting, attendees were able to download the AAD’s mobile application. With the application, attendees were able to Tweet about AAID experiences in real time, receive alerts about changes in the schedule, map out exhibit hall visits and plan attendance at the scientific programs and more.

Following the meeting, AAID is continuing to place updated information on the app, so be sure to keep checking for new information and interaction. □

ACE Surgical’s James Aduna, left, offers AAD attendees information about products such as NaOBS XC, the Infinity internal hex implant and the Infinity triat implant at the ACE booth.

Denise Manekas, left, and Nita Weissman of Dentatus USA spoke to AAID attendees about the company’s show specials and new products.

The Implant Direct Sybron International booth was always busy as attendees stopped by to hear about SixtriPlus.”
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The infinity Dental Implant System

**Familiar Confidence.**
The infinity System allows you to place our implants with the familiar confidence you get from your existing system.

**Sensible Compatibility.**
Designed to work with your existing implant system, you have the flexibility to use your existing surgical drills, drivers, and prosthetics to place and restore the implant.

**Endless Opportunities.**
You will notice a difference with the infinity implant...pricing. We are committed to delivering a compatible implant at pricing that creates significant opportunities for both you and your patients.

*Give us a call today to experience infinity!*

acesurgical.com 1.800.441.3100

---

Our NuOss Family Is EXPANDING!

**Our NuOss Family Is EXPANDING!**

**BUY 5 – GET 1 MORE FREE!**

* NuOssXC™ the latest development in natural bone substitutes:
  - Supports bone growth in periodontal and maxillofacial defects.
  - Is a composite grafting material comprised of mineralized de-pancreatized bovine granules and purified type I bovine collagen.
  - When placed into a bleeding site, the material expands to a predetermined size and shape.
  - Available in sinus form and socket form, which is supplied pre-loaded in a delivery syringe.

**Features and Benefits:**
- Expanding composite material allows for placement in a compressed form with self-expansion to fill the entire defect upon hydration.
- Simple implantation technique.
- Composite nature of the material enhances graft stability and minimizes particulate migration.
- Optimizes spacing between particulate to allow for bone ingrowth.

**Expansion time:**
Immediately upon contact with blood source or by hydration with sterile saline after implantation.

acesurgical.com 1.800.441.3100

ACE Surgical Supply Co., Inc. • 1034 Pearl Street, Brockton, MA
muscles are at rest, the skin becomes smoother, creating a more natural and relaxed appearance. The effects last about three to four months and patients feel little, if any, discomfort after the procedure.

For older dental implant patients with facial aging, the corners of the mouth begin to turn down and wrinkles appear around the lips. “Botox can be used by dentists to relax affected muscles to raise mouth corners and smooth wrinkles to assure successful and satisfying outcomes,” Singh said.

Dermal filler agents, such as Restylane, treat fat and collagen volume loss due to the aging process that causes static lines to appear, Singh explained.

He added that it takes about two weeks for dermal filler agents to show results, and some patients experience side effects, such as localized pain, infection, bleeding, swelling, redness, bruising, and tenderness in and near the injection site. Results are not permanent and injections will need to be repeated periodically to maintain the cosmetic improvement.

An estimated 8 percent of dentists in North America now provide Botox and dermal filler cosmetic treatments for patients, and the number is growing as state dental boards lobby to allow dentists to use the agents for cosmetic dentistry.

“Facial volume restoration is the future for achieving optimal esthetic outcomes in the delivery of cosmetic and restorative dental care,” Singh said. “Dentists have as much training and knowledge in the oral and maxillofacial area as dermatologists and other providers, so they, with proper training, can be as proficient in administering these agents.”

About AAID
AAID is the leading professional society dedicated to maintaining the highest standards of implant dentistry through research and education. The group's annual meeting is the field's leading venue for cutting-edge, evidence-based implant research presentations and demonstrations of state-of-the-art implantation techniques. AAID is based in Chicago and has more than 5,500 members. It is the first organization dedicated to maintaining the highest standards of implant dentistry by supporting research and education to advance comprehensive implant knowledge. For more information, see www.aaid.com. (Source: AAID)

AAID pioneers blazed a controversial and lonely trail

Sixty years ago, a small cadre of dental pioneers braved a firestorm of professional criticism and met in Chicago to share ideas to stimulate research and training in implant dentistry. This was the beginning of the practice of implant dentistry and paved the way for eventual public and professional acceptance of the procedure. That meeting led to another meeting held Feb. 4, 1952, also in Chicago, with 14 dentists and four laboratory technicians.

It was the inaugural conclave of the American Academy of Implant Dentures, which today is AAID. In the 1950s, very few dentists were performing implants and the nation’s dentists schools refused to teach the procedure. “Implant dentistry had no respect, and when we started doing implants, it was kind of a mentor system. You tried something out, and if it worked, you told your friends and they did it or they’d come to your office to watch you do a procedure,” recalled Norman Goldberg, DDS, a spry nonagenarian who served as AAID’s first president.

“We had enough people involved in implants after the first teaching and decided it was too important to go without further development. So we decided to form an academy to discuss the different problems that come up with implants and provide forums for everybody to learn from everybody else,” Goldberg said.

Today, the persistent work and advocacy of the AAID pioneers helped create interest and escalating demand for dental implants. (Source: AAID)
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FROM ZERO TO UNDERSTANDING IN UNDER 30 SECONDS

NEW iPad APP

The preferred software of Implant Specialist, Oral Surgeons, & Periodontists. Over 10,000 users in 32 countries, 20 languages and counting.

Visit us in November
• 13th - 15th AAP Miami, Booth #204 • 27th - 30th GNYDM New York, Booth #831

Visit us in December • 2nd - 3rd AAOMS Chicago, Booth #908

or contact us at sales@consult-pro.com
1-800-519-6569 (North America) 1-416-429-6545 (International)
The Leader in Customer Service
Online, On the Phone or In Your Office

Rated the highest in customer satisfaction in an independent industry report

The ratings are in...
Our customers are the most satisfied

The most intuitive, interactive shopping cart

The most extensive library of 3D graphic videos

Surgical Procedures
Prosthetic Procedures

EARN 2 CE CREDITS FREE: View Online Lecture with 3D Graphic Videos & Answer 13 Test Questions

The Changing Reality of Implant Dentistry
Presented by Dr. Gerald Niznick
Technological advances and economic factors have shifted the implant industry toward affordable care.

Intro Offer: Make the switch & receive three FREE implants.2

Earn 2 CE credits free: View online lecture with 3D graphic videos & answer 13 test questions.
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Designed For Success, Packaged For Value

SwishPlant™ Implant
All-in-1 Packaging includes implant, straight abutment/transfer, cover screw & healing collar $200 vs $699\textsuperscript{*} from Straumann\textsuperscript{*}

**Swish™ Implant System Advantages:**

**Internal Octagon** (Niznick US Pat. #4,969,381 Licensed to Straumann)
Prosthetic compatibility with Straumann’s Tissue-Level Implants (Standard, Standard Plus and Tapered Effect)
Internal square broached in flats of octagon for fixture-mount engagement (Pat. Pend.)

Two Implant Designs & Packaging Options
Allows for selection based on price, packaging or thread design

- **SwishPlus\textsuperscript{*}:** $150 includes cover screw, healing collar & carrier compatible with Straumann tool & standard ratchet
  - 2mm neck half textured for tissue-level or esthetic placement
  - Micro-grooves for improved tissue attachment & reduced stress
  - Progressively-deeper single-load threads for increased surface area & complete surgical compatibility
  - Self-tapping groove for increased initial stability
  - Tapered apical end to initiate self-tapping

- **SwishPlant\textsuperscript{*}:** $200 includes cover screw, healing collar, comfort cap & straight abutment/transfer
  - 2mm neck lightly textured for bone- or tissue-level placement
  - Micro-threads for improved tissue attachment, reduced stress & increased stability
  - Progressively-deeper double-load threads for increased surface area & faster insertion
  - Self-tapping groove for increased initial stability
  - Tapered body for soft bone expansion

---

**SwishPlus**
Straight with Micro-Grooves & Straumann Threads

**SwishPlant**
Tapered with Micro-Threads & Double-Lead Threads

---

**SwishPlus vs. SwishPlant**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>SwishPlus</th>
<th>SwishPlant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cover Screw</td>
<td>$85</td>
<td>$120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healing Collar</td>
<td>$95</td>
<td>$120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier</td>
<td>$120</td>
<td>$120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straumann Tool</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over Price</td>
<td>$238</td>
<td>$400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straumann Price</td>
<td>$181</td>
<td>$193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

www.implantdirect.com | 888-649-6425

---

*Please note: Prices are approximate and subject to change. For the most current information, please visit the website or contact Implant Direct directly.
JDIQ welcomes clinicians to Quebec

The Ordre des dentistes du Québec will hold its 42nd annual meeting, the Journées dentaires internationales du Québec (JDIQ), from May 25 through May 29, 2012, at the Palais des congrès in Montréal, Québec.

Last year’s meeting attracted 12,314 participants from around the world, ranking it among the top 10 dental conferences in North America.

The 2012 event features top-name speakers such as Gordon Christensen, John West, Bob Margareas, Hassan Moghadam, Samuel Kretchman, Gerard Kugel, Jeff Morley, Casey Hein, Jose-Luis Ruiz, Randy H Huffines, Joseph O. Maggio, Imtiaz Manji, Parish Sedghi-zadeh, Michael Siegel, Timothy Donley, Paul Weigl, Lee Ann Brady, Charles Green and many French-speaking specialists such as Denis Robert, Véronique Benhamou, Cathia Bergeron, Marie-André Houle, Robert Durand, Sylvie Martel, Jean Barbeau, Éric Morin, Mazen El-Ahid, Susanne S. Scherer, Sam Abi Nader, Michael Dib, Pietro Di Batista, MaxMiller, Olivier Handfield, Patrice Pellerin, Jean-Philippe Mallet, Maude Albert, Bilal El Khattib, Mathieu Beaudoin, Lorne A. Wiseman, Geneviève Gagnon, Adel Kauzman and Michel El-Hakim.

The show offers Canada’s largest exhibition floor and abundant opportunity for all dental professionals to earn continuing education credits. Members of the entire dental team are well-represented through their professional dental organizations. This includes hygienists, assistants, office personnel and dental technicians.

For the first time this year, JDIQ and Dental Tribune International will host a Dental Tribune Study Club C.E. Symposia right in the center of the exhibit floor. A leading panel of specialists will offer CERP C.E. accredited lectures covering various dental specialties. Lectures will be offered in either English or French.

Visit the exhibit floor and earn credits and also a chance to win an iPad.

About the Ordre des dentistes du Québec

The mission of the Ordre des dentistes du Québec is to serve and support the highest quality of oral care being provided to Quebeckers. Since 1974, the organization has worked with professionals to ensure the quality of dental services and the high standards of practice and ethics, and to promote oral health among the population of Quebec.

Ordre des dentistes du Québec
625, boulevard René-Lévesque Ouest, 15th Floor
Montréal (Québec) H3B 1R2
Tel.: (514) 875-8511 • Fax: 514 875-1561
E-mail: congres@odq.qc.ca • Website: www.odq.qc.ca
Osseo University Summit will focus on implant placement at GNYDM

Join your colleagues at the fourth annual Dental Tribune Study Club Symposium to be held from Nov. 27–30 during the Greater New York Dental Meeting

As the official online education partner of the Greater New York Dental Meeting, Dental Tribune is once again teaming up with the meeting’s organizers to offer four days of symposia in various areas of dentistry.

Dental Tribune welcomes you to a new experience in the world of dentistry. Each day will feature five individual one-hour lectures led by experts in the field. The final day will feature the second Osseo University Summit, a program dedicated to implantologists.

A few speakers at the summit include Dr. David Hoexter, Dr. Ron Kaminer, Dr. Armin Nedjat and other implant experts.

Participants of any of the sessions will not only earn C.E. credits but will also gain an invaluable opportunity to learn diverse aspects of dentistry and how to integrate a variety of treatment options into their practice. For exact program details, check the schedule at www.dtstudyclub.com/gnydm.

Dental Tribune would like to thank our sponsors: Shofu, LVI, Cadent, VOCO, AAFE, Cariescan, Suni, Action Run, AMD LASER®, Hoya, Kuraray, Pentron, SMT, Onpharma, Danville, and Champions Innovations. Their support proves their dedication to the ongoing goal of quality continuing education for dentists worldwide.

Please be sure to pre-register as a GNYDM attendee for free at www.gnydm.com. We look forward to seeing you in New York!

DTSC session schedule

Here is a sneak peek at a portion of the DTSC schedule. For complete program details, check the schedule at www.dtstudyclub.com/gnydm.

Sunday, Nov. 27
11:15 a.m.–12:15 p.m. Dr. Shamshudin Kherani, “Comprehensive Dentistry Using Digital Impression Technology.”
12:45–1:45 p.m. Dr. Ron Kaminer, “Minimally Invasive Dentistry: Tips and Tricks to Maximize Success.”

Monday, Nov. 28
11:15 a.m.–12:15 p.m. Dr. Damien Mulvany, “Why View Your 3-D Patients With 2-D Images? A Common Sense Approach to 3-D Imaging in the General Practice.”
2–3 p.m. Dr. Fay Goldstep and Dr. George Freedman, “Diode Lasers and Restorative Dentistry.”
3:15–4:15 p.m. Dr. Shamshudin Kherani, “Laser Dentistry Overview with an Update on Closed Flap Osseous.”

Tuesday, Nov. 29
12:45–1:45 p.m. Dr. Fay Goldstep and Dr. George Freedman, “The Diode Laser: The Essential Soft Tissue Handpiece.”

Wednesday, Nov. 30
12:30–3 p.m. Dr. David Hoexter, Dr. Ron Kaminer, Dr. Armin Nedjat and other implant experts, “The 2nd Annual Osseo University Summit: Revolutionary Implant Design Unveiled.”
gIDE MEMBERSHIP
Instant. Unlimited Streaming. 250+ Lectures & Clinical Videos.

gIDE’s online membership features the #1 ranking academic faculty and their best topics. There is no other place online to access this wealth of education. Lectures are clinical oriented, high definition and full length. Keep abreast of all there is to know and grow your practice.

JOIN NOW

200+ Lectures

gIDE’s entire Lecture Library is open for your study and continued reference. New lectures added bi-monthly.

CE Credits
Earn up to 200 credits. gIDE is ADA certified. Nearly every lecture offers quick online exams for CE credits.

50+ Clinical Videos
Live clinical procedures performed and narrated by gIDE expert faculty.

Certificate Courses
Earn certificates for 4 full online certificate programs, each included in your membership.

#1 Ranking Online Faculty
108 Faculty Members - the world’s top opinion leaders.

Access
Accommodating to your busy schedule, each lecture is ready for you to watch anytime, any day, as many times as you want.

7 DAY FREE TRIAL MEMBERSHIP
For more info:
Call: +1 310.696.9025
Email: nena@gidedental.com

"I have found more useful information here in 3 hours than I have in 5 years of traveling to CE courses."
- Dr. Joseph C. Weber DDS General Dentist from Santa Barbara, CA

"gIDE Membership is the best practice investment I have made second only to building my office 25 years ago."
- Dr. David Azar, General Dentist from New York, NY

"It is as if you have your favorite mentors sitting next to you and showing you how things are done on a very personal level."
- Dr. Daniel Kim, General Dentist from Phoenix, AZ

info@gidedental.com +1 310.696.9025 ADA CERP® Continuing Education Recognition Program
Nobel Biocare website receives awards

Nobel Biocare has been awarded the “Best Medical Website” WebAward by the Web Marketing Association.

The Swiss provider of innovative restorative and aesthetic dental solutions also received awards for “Best Online Reporting” and “Best Online Value Reporting” ahead of 249 leading companies in Switzerland through the HarbourClub Schweizer Geschäftsberichte 2011 rating (Swiss business reporting rating).

The awards recognize outstanding website development and online communication across various industries.

For its WebAwards, the Web Marketing Association judges websites against other leading sites from the same industry. Each website is evaluated by a panel of expert judges from the media, advertising, Internet marketing and web design. Recognized in particular on the Nobel Biocare website were the quality of the content and the use of technology such as the course finder feature, which allows users to search and register for all upcoming Nobel Biocare dental implant and prosthetic restoration courses.

The HarbourClub Schweizer Geschäftsberichte rating is an evaluation of the print and online business reporting of Switzerland’s top 249 listed companies.

The rating is carried out annually by HarbourClub, an association of Swiss chief communications officers, and Bilanza, a leading Swiss business magazine.

This year, a panel consisting of online specialists from different industries and students from the University of Zurich’s Banking and Finance Institute surveyed and rated both print and online value reporting.

Evaluation criteria included structure, design, functionality, usability and content (such as general company information, calendar and events, press releases, reports, financials, shareholder information, corporate governance, corporate social responsibility, archiving and other information services, and use of social media).

(Source: Dental Tribune International)

Materialise, Owandy establish partnership

Materialise Dental, Belgian developer of 3-D technology solutions for implant practices, oral maxillofacial surgeons and orthodontists, has announced it will partner with Owandy to pre-install SimPlant Pro on its cone-beam 3-D scanning equipment. The company manufactures dental imaging solutions and develops imaging and practice management software.

Materialise Dental offers a range of solutions for computer-guided dentistry. Its SimPlant software is compatible with all implant brands and CT and cone-beam 3-D scanners, thus providing clinicians the opportunity to stay with their preferred implant brands and scanning equipment. Owandy provides a comprehensive range of digital dental imaging products and imaging and management software.

The partnership between Materialise Dental and Owandy will offer customers pre-installation of SimPlant Pro on the cone-beam workstations upon purchasing an I-Max Touch 3D cone-beam scanner. Owandy customers will also receive professional training by Materialise Dental engineers to help them get started with their new software immediately.

“Cone-beam 3-D technology is becoming increasingly important in today’s world. The goal of our collaboration with Owandy is to show customers how any cone-beam scanner can be used in conjunction with our computer-guided dentistry solutions. It’s an all-in-one treatment solution, leading to increased case success,” said Kris Wouters, COO at Materialise Dental.

(Source: Dental Tribune International)
GNY presentation: ‘Achieving Osseous Fixation in the Maxilla’

After stunning more than 200 dentists by placing eight, immediately loaded mandibular implants in only 60 minutes in 2010, OCO Biomedical will again exhibit the capabilities of its Dual Stabilization® implant system at the 2011 Greater New York Dental Meeting.

Live on stage, Dr. Ara Nazarian will be placing eight TSI Two Stage implants in the maxilla, demonstrating the Osseous Fixation™ capabilities of the OCO Biomedical implant system.

The presentation will take place from 2:30 to 5 p.m. Nov. 28. These eight implants will then be placed into immediate function, showing the stability of the OCO Biomedical system. Nazarian is an energetic and knowledgeable practitioner, and this exhibition surgery should not be missed, the company says.

Sponsors of this presentation also include Carestream Dental Imaging and Aseptico Surgical Technology. Visit www.ocobiomedical.com for more information.

(Source: OCO Biomedical)

MIS Implants sponsors AAP Humanitarian Award

MIS Implants Technologies, Ltd., a leading manufacturer of dental implants, will be sponsoring the Humanitarian Award for the first time during the 2011 annual meeting of the American Academy of Periodontology in Miami Beach, Fla.

The Humanitarian Award is presented each year to an AAP member who has given selflessly through extraordinary actions that benefit a deserving population. This year’s award will be presented to G. Todd Smith, DDS.

In 1998, Smith founded the Diabetic Periodontal Treatment Program in the Phoenix Service Unit of the Indian Health Service (IHS), after recognizing a dire need for specialized diabetic treatment for Native Americans. Since then, more than 3,200 people with diabetes have enrolled and been treated through this program. Although Smith has retired from the IHS, he continues to serve as the IHS national clinical consultant in periodontics.

The award will be presented to Smith during the general assembly business session on Nov. 14. Prior to that, MIS will honor him during a cocktail reception on Nov. 13 featuring complimentary cocktails and hors d’oeuvres.

“We’re very pleased to sponsor an award that recognizes academy members such as Dr. Smith, who give so much to the community they serve and the profession they belong to,” said MIS Implants USA CEO Motti Weisman. “We intend to be annual sponsors of these important AAP awards and accompanying celebratory events for many years to come.”

(Source: MIS Implants)
Bone Management is key to successful implant procedures. “Tissue is the Issue but Bone sets the Tone.”
Unknown

“Great People ... Great Venue ... Great Courses!!”
Dr. Rayu Sarna

“I never dreamed I would happily spend hours in lectures at Jackson Hole. Fabulous course, fabulous speakers, and fabulous venue!”
Dr. Susan Baker

“Winter Camp was a terrific, high class program combining education, expertise, and skiing. Can’t wait for next year!”
Dr. Kimberly Santiago

“Great location...Great Speakers... The best Implant Course EVER!”
Dr. Warren Crowther

March 7th - 10th, 2012
Jackson Hole, Wyoming

For more information on this epic hands-on course, contact Meisnger USA at (866) 634-7464 or info@meisngerusa.com.
View us online at www.meisngerusa.com.

THE NEXT GENERATION IN DENTAL IMPLANTS

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF OSSEOUS FIXATION™
By pairing the patent pending Bull Nose Auger™ tip with our Embedded Tapered Platform™, the OCO Biomedical implant system’s unique Dual Stabilization® body design creates tension (not pressure) on the bone at placement. Coupled with a minimally invasive placement procedure, OCO Biomedical implants offer exceptionally high implant stability at placement which is a critical success factor during the early healing process of osseointegration.

Learn more at oco biomedical.com

GNYDM LIVE SURGERY
Dr. Ara Nazarian presents “Achieving Osseous Fixation™ in the Maxilla” Monday, November 28th at the Greater New York Dental Meeting. View this exciting live surgery which will highlight the immediate function capabilities of OCO Biomedical One Piece Implants.

VISIT BOOTH #1819
Meet with OCO Biomedical US National Sales Manager Christopher Sanchez for hands on implant demonstrations and learn about new products and strategies for implant practice success.